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TIM CROWDER 

This June David Lusk Gallery-Memphis presents the witty and thought provoking work of Tim 
Crowder. Much like Crowder’s previous work his show Accumulator abides by no rules, illustrating 
the imagination of a truly inventive artist. 

Throughout the years Crowder’s work has become less about narrative and more about challeng-
ing fixed perceptions of reality. Similar to the 20th century surrealist painter Rene Magritte, Crowder 
creates work that impersonates the recognizable, operating as a symbol for our expectations. As 
Magritte puts it, “Everything we see hides another thing, we always want to see what is hidden by 
what we see.” 

Surrealist installations of sculpture and painting speak to the title Accumulator, referencing an inher-
ent need to collect and gather. In the piece Muddled Thoughts Crowder presents a gridded instal-
lation of several poetic objects, each a small assemblage imbued with the sense of intimacy and 
the every-day. Everything from a small cloth bag of flowers to a tiny shelf stacked with rubber band 
bound papers work together to illustrate a diagram of Crowder’s process. 

This assortment of seemingly random visual thought conjures renowned American artist Richard 
Tuttle. Tuttle, known for making eccentrically playful objects with humble materials, has influenced 
Crowder’s idea-based process, giving his work endless possibility. 

Crowder transforms the familiar and every day into something we don’t quite recognize. In Revisions 
II a giant paper mache necklace is suspended ten feet in the air while balancing two small plants.  
In Americana eight paper mache flowerpots sit side by side on a long sawhorse, each masquerad-
ing as a quirky figure or face. Throughout Accumulator layers of irony and whimsy reveal Crowder’s 
trademark dualism that is both cynical and whimsical, inviting his viewers into a world of humorous 
complexity. 
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Americana, 2016, mixed media, 39x96x32”

Accumulator
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David Lusk Gallery is located at 97 Tillman. Gallery hours are Tuesday-Friday 10-5:30 and 
Saturday 11-4. For more information or visuals please contact Amelia Briggs at 901 767 3800 
or amelia@davidluskgallery.com.

Rug Design 6, 2016, oil, enamel, paper machier on wood, 17x15.5”

Originally from Missouri, Tim Crowder 
lives and works in Memphis. His work 
is included in collections such as the 
Arkansas Arts Center, Mobile Museum 
of Art, Memphis Brooks Museum of Art, 
Huntsville Museum of Art, Autozone, and 
JP Morgan Chase. He is a recipient of 
the prestigious Pollack-Krasner Grant, 
among others. The ongoing Crowder 
series, “Tales of Scruffy and Friends”, can 
be viewed in Nordstrom stores coast to 
coast. 


